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Parallel Frequent Item Set Mining with
Selective Item Replication
Eray O¨zkural, Bora Uc¸ar, and Cevdet Aykanat
Abstract—We introduce a transaction database distribution scheme that divides the frequent item set mining task in a top-down
fashion. Our method operates on a graph where vertices correspond to frequent items and edges correspond to frequent item sets of
size two. We show that partitioning this graph by a vertex separator is sufficient to decide a distribution of the items such that the
subdatabases determined by the item distribution can be mined independently. This distribution entails an amount of data replication,
which may be reduced by setting appropriate weights to vertices. The data distribution scheme is used in the design of two new parallel
frequent item set mining algorithms. Both algorithms replicate the items that correspond to the separator. NoClique replicates the work
induced by the separator and NoClique2 computes the same work collectively. Computational load balancing and minimization of
redundant or collective work may be achieved by assigning appropriate load estimates to vertices. The experiments show favorable
speedups on a system with small-to-medium number of processors for synthetic and real-world databases.
Index Terms—Parallel data mining, frequent item set mining, mining methods and algorithms, selective data replication, graph
partitioning by vertex separator.
Ç
1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Frequent Item Set Mining Problem
A transaction database consists of a multiset T ¼fXjX  Ig of transactions. Each transaction is an item
set, and it is drawn from a set I of all items. In practice, the
number of items, jIj, is in the order of magnitude of 103 or
more. The number of transactions, jT j, is usually larger than
105.1 A pattern (or item set) is X  I, any subset of I, while
the set of all patterns is 2I . The frequency function fðT; xÞ ¼
jfX 2 T jx 2 Xgj computes the number of times a given item
x 2 I occurs in the transaction database T , and it is
extended to item sets as fðT;XÞ ¼ jfY 2 T jX  Y gj to
compute the frequency of a pattern. We use just fðxÞ or
fðXÞ when T is clear from the context.
Frequent item set mining (FIM) is the discovery of patterns
in a transaction database with a frequency of support
threshold  and more. The set of all frequent patterns is
FðT; Þ ¼ fX 2 2I jfðT;XÞ  g. We use just F when T and 
are clear from the context. In our algorithms, two sets require
special consideration. F ¼ fx 2 IjfðT; xÞ  g is the set of
frequent items, and F2 ¼ fX 2 FjjXj ¼ 2g is the set of
frequent patterns with cardinality 2. In general, Fk is the set
of frequent patterns with cardinality k. A significant property
of FIM known as downward closure states that subsets of a
frequent pattern are frequent, i.e., if X 2 FðT; Þ then
8Z  X;Z 2 FðT; Þ [1].
If all item sets in F are enumerated, the problem is
known as the all FIM problem. Since the size of F can be
large, smaller enumeration problems have been defined
such as closed [2] and maximal [3] FIM problems.
1.2 Related Work and Motivation
FIM comprises the core of several data mining algorithms,
such as association rule mining and sequence mining.
Frequent pattern discovery usually dominates the running
time of these algorithms, therefore much research has been
devoted to increasing the efficiency of this task. Since both
the data size and the computational costs are large, parallel
algorithms have been studied extensively [4], [5], [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11], [12]. FIM has become a challenge for parallel
computing since it is a complex operation on huge
databases requiring efficient and scalable algorithms.
While there are a host of advanced algorithms for
parallel FIM, it is desirable to achieve better flexibility and
efficiency. We have been inspired by the Partition algorithm
[13] which divides the database horizontally and merges
individual results, as well as Zaki et al.’s Par-Eclat algorithm
[5] which redistributes the database into parts that can be
mined independently. Also of immediate interest are the
parallelizations of Apriori [1], most notably Candidate-
Distribution [4] which pioneered independent mining. We
ask the following questions. Can we design a parallel
algorithm that exploits data-parallelism and task-paralle-
lism? Can we find a model to optimize its performance? The
present paper gives an affirmative answer to these ques-
tions by introducing an algorithm that divides the database
into independently mined parts in a top-down fashion,
according to an optimized distribution of the item set.
A review of related work with emphasis on paralleliza-
tions of Apriori and Par-Eclat may be found in Appendix A,
which can be found on the Computer Society Digital
Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/
TPDS.2011.32.
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1. These numbers come from the parameters used for the synthetic data
generator in [1].
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1.3 Contributions
We introduce two new coarse-grain data-parallel FIM
algorithms using a top-down data partitioning scheme with
selective replication. We propose a novel divide-and-
conquer strategy suitable for parallelization of the FIM task.
Our objective is to divide the whole transaction database
into parts that can be mined independently. It turns out that
we can distribute items so as to achieve our goal of
independent mining, while replicating some items selec-
tively, implying an amount of work that cannot be divided
further in the same fashion. This optimization problem is
cast as a Graph Partitioning by Vertex Separator (GPVS)
problem where the partitioning objective corresponds to
minimizing data replication or collective work (work that
requires collective communication) by setting appropriate
weights to vertices, and the partitioning constraint corre-
sponds to maintaining storage balance or computational
load by setting appropriate weights likewise. The transac-
tion database distribution is independent of the underlying
database representation and the serial mining algorithms
employed. Experiments show that our method has compe-
titive performance with respect to a state-of-the-art parallel
mining implementation.
2 TRANSACTION DATABASE DISTRIBUTION
In this section, we describe our theoretical contributions
which will be developed into a parallel algorithm in Section 3.
We make heavy use of the GPVS problem, which is briefly
explained in the following.
The GPVS problem is to find a minimum weighted
vertex separator Vs, removal of which decomposes a graph
into components with roughly equal weights [14]. Let G ¼
ðV ;EÞ be a graph where wðuÞ is the weight of vertex u. Let
wðUÞ ¼Pu2U wðuÞ be the weight of a vertex set U . Let
AdjðuÞ denote the set of vertices that are adjacent to u, i.e.,
AdjðuÞ ¼ fvjðu; vÞ 2 Eg. This operator can be extended to
vertex sets by letting AdjðUÞ ¼ Su2U AdjðuÞ  U .
Definition 1 (n-way GPVS). V SðGÞ ¼ fV1; V2; . . . ; Vn : Vsg
is a partition of the vertex set V intonþ 1 subsetsV1; V2; . . . ; Vn
and Vs such that for all 1  i < j  n AdjðViÞ \ Vj ¼ ; (i.e.,
AdjðViÞ  Vs). The partitioning objective is to minimizewðVsÞ.
The partitioning constraint is, for all 1  i  n, wðViÞ ﬃ
½wðV Þ  wðVsÞ=n (parts have roughly the same weight).
The problem is NP-complete [15, ND 25 Minimum b-
vertex separator]. A separator Vs is said to be minimal if
there is no subset of Vs that is also a separator. The two-way
GPVS will be denoted as V SðGÞ ¼ fA;B : Sg.
We introduce a distribution method that can be used to
divide the FIM task in a top-down fashion. The method
operates on the graph GF2 which is defined as follows:
Definition 2. GF2ðT; Þ ¼ ðF; F2Þ is an undirected graph in
which each vertex u 2 F is a frequent item and each edge
fu; vg 2 F2 is a frequent pattern of length two, for a given
database T and support threshold . The parameters T and 
will be dropped when they are clear from the context.
We decode a two-way GPVS of the GF2 graph as a two-
way distribution of the transaction database such that the
two subdatabases obtained can be mined independently
and therefore utilized for concurrency. In order for this
property to hold, there is an amount of replication dictated
by the vertex separator of GF2 , which corresponds to the
partitioning objective of GPVS. In the following, we first
present the optimization aspects of our transaction database
distribution technique. Then, we expound on our GPVS
model for two-way transaction database distribution. After-
wards, we discuss minimization of data replication,
followed by minimization of collective work and load
balancing in the GPVS model. We then extend the two-way
distribution scheme to n-way (for n processors). Last, we
show that our method is applicable to maximal and closed
FIM problems.
2.1 Optimizing Parallel Frequent Item Set Discovery
Our objective of transaction database distribution is to
divide a transaction database such that each subdatabase
can be mined independently, while not inflating the data
prohibitively and keeping the computational load balanced
across subdatabases. Once such a distribution is obtained, a
coarse-grain parallel frequent item set mining algorithm
similar to Par-Eclat can be designed. Par-Eclat consists of a
redistribution phase and a following local mining phase
with no communication [5]. We present two algorithms:
NoClique features completely independent mining with no
communication just like Par-Eclat, while NoClique2 has a
collective phase in which the running time is minimized
and the rest of mining is independent. Since some data
mining tasks on the subdatabases are performed indepen-
dently in either algorithm, our method may be classified as
a data-parallel algorithm that adopts input data partitioning
with replication. This input data partitioning induces a task
partitioning according to the owner-computes rule [16,
Section 3.2.2], which states that the process assigned a
particular data item is responsible for all computation
associated with it.
We show that GPVS on GF2 is sufficient to designate such
a distribution on the transaction database. Our work
assumes that GF2 is sparse, because GPVS may not be
feasible on dense graphs. Note that a sparse GF2 does not
necessarily require the input database to be sparse.
We may begin formulating a problem for the coarse-
grain data-parallel frequent item set mining algorithm as
follows: Let a database T contain a smaller database Ti. Ti is
a subdatabase of database T if and only if, for every
transaction X 2 Ti, there is a distinct transaction Y 2 T such
that X  Y (recall that T and Ti are multisets). We will
denote this ordering relation with Ti 	 T . The input
database T is distributed to a number of processors such
that each processor has a subdatabase of the original
transaction database. We denote this distribution by
DðT Þ ¼ fTijTi 	 Tg, possibly with replication. Also, we
require the union of frequent patterns discovered in
individual processors to be the set of frequent patterns of
the entire data, i.e., FðT; Þ ¼ STi2DðT Þ FðTi; Þ. We call this
the independent mining condition for a distribution DðT Þ.
In the following optimization problem, wð
Þ is any
sensible cost measure that relates to mining a database,
e.g., computational work, data size:






 wðT Þ; ð1Þ





wðTiÞ’s are approximately equal: ð4Þ
The objective in (1) seeks to minimize the total amount of
redundancy that the distribution DðT Þ entails. We subtract
the cost of the entire database from the sum of costs of
distributed subdatabases Tis to denote this. Equation (2) is
the distribution condition which states that the transaction
database is distributed in any fashion, e.g., transactionwise,
itemwise, or hybrid. Equation (3) is the independent mining
condition, which ensures that independent mining of the
subdatabases yields the frequent patterns of the entire
database. The balancing condition (4) ensures that all
processors share the cost fairly. At this stage, we do not
explicitly state whether we are minimizing data redun-
dancy or parallel overhead. However, some amount of data
replication is often necessary for the independent mining
condition to hold.
We will now expose our particular item redistribution
scheme using information in frequent item sets of length
two, which can be easily computed in parallel like in the
design of Par-Eclat [5]. First, we will show how we can
satisfy the distribution and independent mining conditions
by showing a two-way item distribution. We will then
analyze the objective and the balancing condition, explain-
ing how we can assign weights and achieve load balance so
that it becomes an acceptable solution to the coarse-grain
parallel FIM problem.
2.2 Two-Way Itemwise Transaction Database
Distribution
GF2 is relatively easy to compute with respect to the
complexity of the whole mining task, and its computation is
amenable to efficient parallelization. It contains information
that can be used to predict computational properties. For
instance, the maximal cliques in GF2 give us potentially
maximal patterns [5], which in turn can be used to achieve
task parallelism. Our data decomposition method, on the
other hand, does not require finding maximal cliques.
Instead, we use the GPVS of GF2 , which allows us to define
independent mining on the transaction database by finding
a particular distribution of the item set I. Our item
distribution identifies the absence of cliques across two
sets of items rather than enumerating all cliques as in [5].
We will start by observing the similarity of GPVS
objectives to ours. It turns out that we can use a GPVS of
GF2 to satisfy the independent mining conditions and to
optimize parallelism at the same time. FIM task can be
decomposed into mining two itemwise projections of the
transaction database using GPVS. We use the projection
operator  to explicitly show the vertical projections.
Definition 3. A transaction database projected from T over a set
of items X is XðT Þ ¼ fY \XjY 2 Tg where Y is a
transaction in T .
Recall that a two-way GPVS is denoted as V SðGÞ ¼
fA;B : Sg where S is the vertex separator; and A and B are
vertex parts. GPVS of GF2 corresponds to a certain two-way
distribution fA [ S,B [ Sg of the item set I. This distribution
induces a two-way transaction set distribution as follows:
Definition 4. A two-way transaction database distribution
DðT Þ ¼ fT1; T2g is induced by V SðGF2Þ ¼ fA;B : Sg,
where T1 ¼ A[SðT Þ and T2 ¼ B[SðT Þ.
We require S to be a minimal separator. If S were not
minimal, since the cost induced by the separator is included
in both projections, removing a vertex from the separator
would decrease the parallel cost. For that reason, it is better to
choose a minimal separator, in case the GPVS heuristic does
not find one. Fig. 1 depicts a sample transaction database and
its GF2 graph. V S of this graph and the transaction database
distributionDðT Þ induced byV S is illustrated in Fig. 2. In the
following text, we show that mining the database parts
separately results in complete FIM of the original transaction
databaseT satisfying (3). The proofs are found in Appendix B,
which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library
at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS.
2011.32.
Lemma 1. If there is a frequent pattern P in T , then there is a
corresponding clique in GF2 , with vertices corresponding to
items in P .
Lemma 2 (NoClique). There is no frequent pattern with items
in both A and B parts of V S ¼ fA;B : Sg of GF2 .
Theorem 1 (Independent Mining). Independent discovery of
frequent patterns in projected databases T1 ¼ A[SðT Þ and
T2 ¼ B[SðT Þ results in discovery of all frequent patterns in T .
Theorem 1 can be improved slightly to suggest a more
efficient parallelization. The frequent item sets within S do
not have to be mined redundantly.
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Fig. 1. (a) A sample database T with 15 transactions and 9 items.
(b) GF2 graph of T with a support threshold of 3. The vertices are labeled
with the number of times an item occurs in the database.
Corollary 1 (Collective Work). Consider the partition of items
in Theorem 1. All patterns in T can be mined by mining
frequent item sets that fall within S, independently mining A
and B, and then extending frequent item sets within S by those
item sets mined within A and B.
2.3 Minimizing Data Replication
Data replication in distribution DðT Þ ¼ fT1; T2g is deter-
mined by the vertex separator S. By definition of the two-
way distribution, for every transaction X 2 T , X \ S is
projected in both T1 and T2.
Lemma 3. The amount of data replication in two-way transaction
database distribution DðT Þ given in Definition 4 is equal toP
u2S fðuÞ.
The amount of data replication is related to the sparsity
of GF2 graph. We expect the replication to grow rapidly
beyond a certain edge density that is determined by the
support threshold.
Lemma 4 (Minimum Replication). GPVS of GF2 with item
frequencies as vertex weights minimizes the amount of data
replication.
Minimizing data replication is also correlated to mini-
mizing the total volume of communication during database
redistribution. If the database is to be provided from a
central server, then both objective functions are identical.
Moreover, for an initial random distribution of the
database, we are minimizing the upper bound of total
communication volume during the redistribution phase.
Note that the GPVS model will maintain storage balance
among processors due to the partitioning constraint.
2.4 Minimizing Collective Work
Here, we take a look at possible choices for wð
Þ to minimize
collective work. If the computational work estimate for a
projection over a set of items X is in the form of a






then the proposed GPVS model will minimize collective work
instead of minimizing data replication. It will also balance
computational load due to the partitioning constraint.
Estimating the computational load is nontrivial, since we
cannot know in advance how many patterns are present in
the data. However, we can reason about the potential
number of item sets in the search space that the mining
algorithm will need to traverse. Although every algorithm
follows a different strategy for determining frequent
patterns, a measure of the portion of the search space
containing potentially frequent patterns gives us a good
estimate as in [4], [5]. In our method, however, computing
the maximal cliques in GF2 (like in [5]) will incur additional
overhead. Therefore, we use simpler functions for load

















For estimating computation time, we can use (6) which
calculates the data size within the projection over a given
item set X in a fashion resembling [4]. Equation (7) does not
take into account the actual complexity of the task. An
alternative approximation, which is inexpensive, can be
found in [5]. Equation (7) is based on Zaki et al.’s item set
clustering [5] where dðuÞ is the degree of vertex u in GF2 .
This estimate is an upper bound on the number of potential
frequent patterns of length 3 obtained by calculating the
number of 2-combinations of patterns with length 2.
Naturally, more advanced load estimate methods can be
used to improve the accuracy. An obvious choice among the
simpler functions is the total frequency of GF2 edges that fall
within a given item set X which gives us (8). Although w3ð
Þ
does not strictly conform to (5), it can be made so by evenly
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Fig. 2. (a) A GPVS of the GF2 graph of Fig. 1. Parts A, B, and separator
S are shown. (b) Distribution DðT Þ ¼ ðT1; T2Þ of transaction database.
(c) The GF2 graphs of T1 and T2.
distributing the weight of each edge among its incident
vertices, which yields an approximation to (8). In our
experiments, we have found that w1ð
Þ performed better or
as well as w2ð
Þ and w3ð
Þ perhaps because it tends to reduce
both data and task overhead.
2.5 Extension to n-Way Distribution and Any Level k
of Mining
We will now show means to extend two-way transaction
database distribution to an n-way distribution DðT Þ ¼
fT1; T2; . . . ; Tng, where the independent mining conditions
are generalized in the obvious way. The two-way transac-
tion database distribution can be applied recursively to
divide the two projected databases. Since the resulting
projected databases are transaction databases themselves,
we can apply the same method to divide them further.
In order to distribute the derived databases, one must
obtain the GF2 of the two parts. This can be accomplished by
simply running the same algorithm for the projected
transaction database, however, this can be costly. In the
following, we present facts that lead to an efficient
computational scheme to calculate an n-way distribution
directly over GF2 . By making use of this simple observation,
we avoid constructing intermediate projected databases.
There is no need to recompute F and GF2 , since they are
already known as shown by the following lemma:
Lemma 5 (GF2 of a Projection). For a given item set X  I,
GF2ðXðT Þ; Þ is the subgraph of GF2ðT; Þ induced by the
vertex set X.
We thus observe that we do not need to construct
intermediate databases to calculate the GF2s of the sub-
databases in DðT Þ.
Corollary 2 (Fast Recursive Distribution). Regarding the
dis tr ibut ion DðT Þ ¼ fA[SðT Þ; B[SðT Þg induced by
V SðGF2Þ ¼ fA;B : Sg, t h e GF2ðA[SðT Þ; Þ a n d
GF2ðB[SðT Þ; Þ can be calculated as vertex-induced subgraphs
of GF2ðT; Þ by vertex sets A [ S and B [ S, respectively.
The simplest way to obtain an n-way distribution is to
use an n-way GPVS directly. Independent mining results
extend to the n-way case in an obvious fashion. Thus, we
will not prove them separately. However, there are a few
differences from the two-way case, which we will now
portray. In an n-way GPVS V SðGF2Þ ¼ fV1; V2; . . . ; Vn : Sg
of the GF2 graph, we note that the projection of S [ Vi will
result in independent mining. Although S is a minimal
separator (i.e., no subset of it is a separator), we observe that
not all S need to be replicated in all parts. In general, a
portion of S will have to be replicated on processor i (i.e.,
AdjðViÞ \ S) which may in the worst case correspond to S.
This implies that an item in S may be replicated in a
different number of projected databases than others in the
resulting distribution. The n-way GPVS model does not
encapsulate this fact. However, it is easier to implement
with an n-way GPVS tool.
Our formulation is also applicable to levels higher than
two in case GF2 is too dense. We define a graph GFk of k-
length frequent item sets as follows:
Definition 5. GFkðT; Þ ¼ ðF;EÞ is an undirected graph in
which each vertex u 2 F is a frequent item. For each frequent
item set X of length k in Fk, we insert a clique of items in X
into this graph, i.e., one edge for each length 2 support of X.
This definition allows us to use all the relevant results
with no modification. The extension of results is trivial and
will not be detailed due to space considerations. However,
one property is important:
Lemma 6 (Sparsity of Higher Levels). GFkþ1 is not denser
than GFk .
2.6 Maximal and Closed FIM Problems
Our method is applicable to both variations of the FIM
problem that compute subsets of F . In maximal FIM, no set
that is a subset of a frequent item set is output [3], [17]. In
closed FIM, no set that is a subset of a frequent item set and is
supported by the same transactions is output [2]. For instance,
consider frequent item set X ¼ fa; b; cg. In maximal FIM, no
subset ofX like fb; cgwill be output, and in closed FIM, fb; cg
will be output if and only if it occurs in a different set of
transactions thanX. After item distribution, if a processor has
a set of frequent itemsX, it also has all transactions belonging
to all subsets of X. Thus, both maximal and closed item set
mining can be parallelized with our method.
3 TWO DATA-PARALLEL ALGORITHMS
In this section, we present NoClique and NoClique2, which are
coarse-grain data-parallel algorithms based on the theore-
tical observations of Section 2. Our algorithms compute the
set of frequent item sets and their frequencies for a given
global transaction database T and a support threshold  on n
processors. The implementation of NoClique2 is built upon
our new vertical serial FIM algorithm Bitdrill.
3.1 NoClique: The Black Box Parallelization
NoClique is a direct application of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2.
First, we compute GF2 . Then, we recursively apply the two-
way database distribution of Definition 4 until we have n
parts, using fast recursive distribution (Corollary 2). For
instance, assume n ¼ 4. Consider the two-level partitioning
that results in the GF2 graphs of T1 and T2 in Fig. 2. We have
parts A, B, and separator S at the top level; we take two
vertex-induced subgraphs ofGF2 over A [ S andB [ S. If we
apply GPVS recursively on GF2ðT1Þ and GF2ðT2Þ, we can
obtain four overlapping item sets that define an item
distribution such as DðIÞ ¼ ffb; c; f; gg; fb; e; gg; fa; d; e; gg;
fd; e; hgg. Now, each item set in DðIÞ can be assigned to a
processor. The database is redistributed to processors
according to this assignment. Afterwards, we can run any
given sequential FIM algorithm on each processor simulta-
neously and independently, with no further communication.
The main advantage of this parallelization is that any serial
FIM algorithm that starts from level 3 can be used. The
disadvantage is that, since some subgraphs of GF2ðT Þ are
replicated, there is some redundant work. Therefore, this
algorithm is suitable only for sparse problem instances that
do not require much replication. The recursive application of
the two-way item distribution can be carried out in parallel,
and of course it is much better if a parallel GPVS algorithm
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can be used. We have obtained extremely high superlinear
speedups in the parallelization of FP-Growth and AIM2
which prompted us to continue research in this direction. We
applied NoClique to parallelize kDCI [11], [18], [19], LCM [20]
(all FIM), DCI-Closed [11], AIM [21] (version 2), and FP-
Growth-Tiny [22].
3.2 Bitdrill: Our Sequential Mining Algorithm
Bitdrill is a new efficient sequential FIM code that we
developed as a basis for our NoClique2 algorithm. It uses
tries (prefix trees) to store sets of item sets, where each item
set is a string of items in decreasing order of frequency. It uses
tidlists (a tidlist is a list of transaction ids an item occurs in) to
store the database in memory; linked lists of items are used
for sparse items and bit vectors are used for dense items. The
algorithm proceeds in BFS order and affords fast candidate
generation in a fashion similar to kDCI (which is one of the
most efficient FIM algorithms together with LCM). We use a
regular tree data structure instead of prefix arrays as in kDCI.
Fast candidate generation relies on the fact that the prefix tree
already captures much of the proximity between two item
sets needed for generating a candidate. Let A and B be two
frequent item sets of length k that share a prefix of length
k 1. Both will be the children of the same internal node in
the prefix tree. Thus, one can simply take their union and
generate a ðkþ 1Þ-length candidate item set. When we
consider the Downward Closure lemma, we will see that
all candidates can be generated in this fashion since any
subset of a candidate must be frequent and will have frequent
subsets with all possible ðk 1Þ-length prefixes. Thus, we can
simply traverse the prefix tree and generate all candidates by
taking 2-combinations of the children of each internal tree
node that corresponds to a ðk 1Þ-length prefix. After the
candidate is generated, it is subject to further pruning
employing the Downward Closure lemma. Since we use a
vertical representation, the frequency of candidates can be
calculated on the fly. To speed up the tidlist intersections, we
use a cache to hold all the tidlist intersections in the path to
the root, so that a single additional intersection is sufficient to
count the transactions in a candidate item set. The overall
algorithm is quite efficient; its performance is comparable to
kDCI for dense databases and is faster than kDCI for sparse
databases (due to the dynamic tidlist representation).
3.3 NoClique2 Algorithm
3.3.1 Assumptions
We assume that the number of items is much greater than n
(the number of processors). We assume that the database
has already been mined up to level l and a GPVS of GFl has
been computed. In the following, we use k as a variable
level and we start mining from level lþ 1. Our algorithm
will work better when GFl can be partitioned well. In many
cases, there is a suitable l.
3.3.2 Overview
Using our n-way GPVS-based item distribution/replication
scheme, we decompose the mining problem into a collective
work phase (with communication), and independent work
phase (with no communication) following the observations
in Corollary 1. The algorithm takes as input at each
processor a local transaction database Tlocal, and an absolute
support threshold . We assume that T has been partitioned
transactionwise into Tlocals prior to the execution of the
mining algorithm. We also supply the set of frequent item
sets up to and including level l, the graph GFl correspond-
ing to level l, and a heuristic GPVS solution V SðGFlÞ. The
algorithm is comprised of four phases:
1. Redistribute items with selective replication.
2. Mine replicated items in parallel.
3. Mine nonreplicated items independently.
4. Merge frequent item sets across replicated and
nonreplicated sets of items.
The phases of our algorithm are explained in the
following.
3.3.3 Redistribution of Items
Items are distributed according to an n-way GPVS of GFl .
The items in the separator Vs are replicated on each
processor. Every other part Vi in the partition contains
items collected on a distinct processor. Using the notation of
NoClique: DðIÞ ¼ fVi [ VsjVi 2 V SðGFlÞg.
The horizontal input databases are scanned and using
all-to-all personalized communication, each processor re-
ceives the parts of transactions that it requires according to
the item distribution. After that, each processor constructs
tidlists of those items.
3.3.4 Mining Replicated Items in Parallel
Since each processor has the tidlists of all the items in Vs, we
can parallelize candidate generation and testing steps fairly
well, starting from level lþ 1. Assume that for a previous
level k, we have the frequent item sets inserted in decreasing
frequency order into a prefix tree. On the prefix tree, we can
efficiently generate candidates for level kþ 1 using fast
candidate generation of Bitdrill. While traversing an internal
node for a k 1 length prefix during fast candidate
generation (Section 3.2), for a children (all of which are
leaves) at most a2 candidates can be generated. Those
internal nodes are each given the just mentioned upper
bound of a2 as weight and we partition the prefix tree into n
subtrees of alphanumerically consecutive item sets, where
each subtree has a roughly equal sum of weights. Each
processor generates a distinct set of candidates with fast
candidate generation on the assigned subtree, and then
intersects tidlists to check their frequencies, simultaneously.
At the end of the iteration, the (locally output) frequent item
sets of length kþ 1 are gathered on all processors. The
iteration continues until frequent item sets are exhausted.
Since both candidate generation and testing steps are
parallel, and the subtree-based distribution of candidates
makes local tidlist caches useful, this phase works fairly fast.
3.3.5 Independent Mining
On each processor i, there is a distinct set of tidlists
corresponding to items in Vi not present on any other
processor. The frequent item sets within Vi are mined using
a levelwise vertical mining algorithm (Bitdrill) starting from
level lþ 1.
3.3.6 Merging Frequent Item Sets
As the last step, we mine frequent item sets that have items
in both the replicated Vs and the nonreplicated items Vi (for
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a processor i). We use the output of two preceding phases to
achieve this. We start with level lþ 1 again. For merging
frequent item sets in a level kþ 1, assume that we have the
frequent item sets in level k. We use both the frequent items
in level k and the already mined frequent item sets in Vs and
Vi to prune as many frequent item sets as possible. We
apply the well-known Downward Closure pruning.
Furthermore, any generated candidate must be combined
from already-mined two sets of frequent items that we are
merging. We have adapted fast candidate generation to
work with our item set merging logic. We have achieved
this in two complementary steps explained below.
First step. For any candidate item set that has at least 2
items in either part (Vs or Vi), we can use ordinary fast
candidate generation over the frequent item sets in levelk that
have items in both Vs and Vi sets. After that, we check for a
candidate C if C \ Vs is frequent in the replicated database,
which is the output of phase 2, and C \ Vi is frequent in
independent database, which is the output of phase 3.
Second step. Consider a ðkþ 1Þ-length candidate C with
one item x in one part and k items in the other part. Not all
of its k-length supports have at least one item in either part,
therefore, C cannot always be generated from the frequent
item sets between parts in level k with fast candidate
generation. We make use of the observation that if C is
frequent, Vs will have k k-length subsets that include x.
While traversing the ðk 1Þ length prefixes in the prefix
tree, for each item x, we construct a set of conditional
ðk 1Þ-length patterns that have items in only one part by
removing x. Then, for each item x, we generate k-length
candidates from the corresponding set of conditional
patterns using fast candidate generation. These k-length
candidates have items in only one part and are checked if
they are already frequent in that part. If so, then we add x
back to generate C and apply the Downward Closure
pruning restricted to k-length subsets across both parts.
After fast candidate generation, we use the ordinary
caching and intersection routines of Bitdrill to calculate
frequencies. Iteration continues until exhaustion of merged
patterns. Note that this step can be used for any distribution
of items, not just for our GPVS-based distribution.
3.4 Repl-Bitdrill Algorithm
The phase of mining replicated items in parallel can be
considered as a stand-alone parallel FIM algorithm, which
is similar to the second phase of ParDCI [10]. When used on
its own, we call it Repl-Bitdrill as it replicates the tidlists of
all frequent item sets on all processors, at the level that it
starts mining. Note that NoClique2 degenerates to Repl-
Bitdrill when partitioning is impossible, i.e., all items are
replicated. Repl-Bitdrill is used in Section 4 to experimen-
tally show the merits of partitioning in NoClique2.
3.5 Comparison with Par-Eclat
To put things in perspective, it may help to note the ancestry
of our algorithm. Our algorithm is close to Par-Eclat [5]. The
most important similarities between two algorithms are:
1) We use the same graph of two items when l ¼ 2. 2) We
also use graph theoretic observations to cluster items. 3) We
also distribute items so that each processor mines indepen-
dently with no further communication. On the other hand,
we highlight the following differences:
1. We propose a novel item set clustering method
based on GPVS.
2. Our item distribution method can minimize data
replication by setting vertex weights appropriately.
3. Our algorithm is fairly independent of the under-
lying serial mining algorithm (but needs further
work to implement phases 2 and 4 of NoClique2).
4. Work over replicated items is parallelized.
3.6 Implementation
Our implementations of Bitdrill, Repl-Bitdrill, NoClique, and
NoClique2 are written in C++ using MPI. The computation
of GPVS in NoClique2 is relevant to the experiments. We use
the hypergraph partitioning-based formulation for comput-
ing a GPVS of GFl [23], [24]. To that end, we use the
hypergraph partitioner PaToH [25], [26].
3.7 Applicability to Dense Data
We have indicated that our algorithm is not supposed to work
well with problem instances that give rise to a dense graph. In
dense databases, this is not necessarily the case, and we have
observed that our method works even with such databases.
When the graph is quite dense, a large number of items are
replicated, and our algorithm degenerates into an algorithm
like the second phase of kDCI that replicates all items. Often,
choosing a more suitable support threshold or a starting level
for our algorithm helps.
4 EXPERIMENTS
Here, we give a summary of our experiments; more detailed
experimental results are given in Appendix C, which can be
found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://
doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS.2011.32. We
have run our algorithms NoClique2 and Repl-Bitdrill as well
as ParDCI on one synthetic (T60.I10.2000K) and three real-
world databases on a Beowulf cluster. In Table 1, NoClique2,
Repl-Bitdrill, and ParDCI are abbreviated as NC2, RBD, and
PDCI, respectively. As seen in Table 1, out of 16 parallel
mining cases, NoClique2 achieves considerably higher
speedup in eight cases, whereas NoClique2 and Repl-Bitdrill
attain close speedups in eight cases. ParDCI achieves the
highest speedup in two cases. For the trec database, ParDCI
unfortunately crashed, and we could not measure its
running time. We would expect it to have good perfor-
mance as in user-likesmovies which is similarly dense. For
the sparser database T60.I10.2000K, NoClique2 achieves
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TABLE 1
Speedup Values
better speedups than the other algorithms. Only NoClique2
attains increasing speedup with increasing number of
processors for all the databases. Repl-Bitdrill and ParDCI
show this nice property only for two databases each.
Appendix C, which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
10.1109/TPDS.2011.32, contains a detailed explanation of
the databases, experimental setup, speedup, partitioning
quality, running time dissection, speedups of NoClique
parallelizations, and discussion of observed superlinear
speedups in NoClique. With regards to partitioning quality,
we have examined expected versus actual load imbalance
and data replication ratio. We have seen that our heuristic
load estimates work but could be much improved. Data
replication is controlled well enough but it is better for small
number of processors. It turns out that in the sparse database,
independent mining phase dominates and in the dense
databases (user-likesmovies and trec) the collective work
phase dominates. For these databases, the replication
approach of Repl-Bitdrill and ParDCI is effective. However,
in an important other case (trec.lp.200000) which represents
the “long tail” in a real-world data set, there is a mixture of
both phases, and ultimately NoClique does much better than
Repl-Bitdrill and ParDCI, showing the true potential of our
approach. The trec.lp.200000 database contains items in the
trec with a frequency of 200,000 and lower. In the trec
database, it is not possible to mine frequent item sets beyond
a narrow set of items due to the power-law-like distribution
of items, however in such real-world databases we are
interested in relationships among a large number of items.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed an item distribution method that
depends on theoretical observations that identify lack of
cliques among two sets of items in GF2 . The mining problem
is decomposed into independent subproblems using a
GPVS model which encapsulates the minimization of task
or data redundancy as well as computational load or
storage balance. We showed that this model can be
extended to n-way distribution and any level of mining.
Based on our distribution model, we designed and
implemented two parallel FIM algorithms called NoClique
and NoClique2. Experiments with synthetic and real-world
databases on a Beowulf cluster showed considerable
speedups, thus affirming the validity of our model.
A discussion of future work is present in Appendix D,
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